Production Management Software That Goes Beyond the Basics

Achieve visibility like never before
- Experience the strength of real-time data with the ease and accessibility of the Internet to accomplish more in less time
- Eclipse Pro does the monitoring, scheduling and reporting for you so you can spend less time on administrative tasks and more time on revenue-generating operations

Mobile-capable web-based design for convenient accessibility
- Access Eclipse Pro from any web-capable device: from desktop or laptop, to a tablet, phone or even large-screen television monitor
- Prevent mistakes, reduce scrap, improve capacity and responsiveness plus manage your coil inventory without leaving your office
- Monitor OEE for each machine in real time

Leverage Industry 4.0: Eliminate Errors, Increase Production Capacity, Gain Valuable Insight
IMPROVED ACCESS
- Unlimited user license encourages access and communication throughout the organization
- Modern web-based UI makes navigation intuitive and simple
- Mobile-enabled interface means any web-capable device within the network can be used

HIGHER VISIBILITY
- Intuitive dashboards provide an at-a-glance view of your current production status
- Real-time data ensures information is relevant and up-to-date
- Continuous monitoring of real-time data and configurable proactive alerts help you identify and address potential problems before they have a chance to affect production
- Configurable wallboard display allows for details such as machine metrics, upcoming schedule and more to be shared with employees on inexpensive LCD monitors
- Configurable alerts bring attention to any issues that could delay production before it becomes a problem

INCREASED EFFICIENCY
- Drag-and-drop scheduling for ultimate production control in a familiar and easy-to-use interface
- Automated process eliminates need for operator to enter orders at the controller, keeps operators focused on making parts
- Up-to-date production timeline displays provide accurate snapshot of scheduled work
- Warehouse app optimizes movement between inventory and machines, and dynamically adjusts as schedule changes to ensure the most current view of inventory needs

ADVANCED CONTROL & MANAGEMENT
- Superior reporting with drill-down capabilities on key aspects of the operation
- Real-time reports help decision making affecting immediate production
- Robust historic reports help monitor continuous improvement initiatives and support CAPEX and strategic business decision making
- Improve training efficiency by quickly identifying training needs and opportunities revealed in reports with historical data
- Easily drill down to identify root causes behind scrap and use real-time metrics to manage daily scrap

For more information on Eclipse Pro, call 800-334-5213 today.